7/1/53

My dearest Praise,

We will be leaving Burma soon. We will be at home by the end of next week.

I am enclosing a copy of The Advena which has a record of the year's events. Also a letter which arrived from Sweden with a few songs. I almost decided on keeping the photo. I hope papa will be able to gain.Location before that ago, that papa had been visited from America. Perhaps this was due to the latest

delayation of one of our men here in the care.

Mr. Missing of Butterham has been relieved out of the place. The indignation amongst

writers at the manner in which papa has enabled them to be Duped to be believed I have heard

saw that papa's presence in America is responsible for all the diplomatic
defeat they suffered. Strangely enough

This is opinion was from a liberal. I
think there is great fear that because of S. Africa's attitude, papa might completely eliminate the Commission which will give a report which is wholly in my favour.

I paid them have relation cheap long ago and got a receipt for the instalment. The income tax is fixed up too, it was £56 0-7. Quite a large amount!

Njoroge says he has received no money from any private individual. So that California chap may have sent the money wrongly addressed. Otherwise he sent acknowledgement immediately upon receipt of mine.

As regard the struggle all I can say is that this is crisis year. When I get home I promise to send you a confidential letter on the latest condition of the organisation. To strengthen the organisation tremendously. To prepare for the continuation of the organisation
on the basis of the cell system. The
end of the campaign and its widening into the world campaign.

I had the privilege of attending the secret meeting adopting the
entire scheme for 1957 without a single
dissenting voice. What pleased me most in this
meeting which consisted of the top
leaders of both the S.A.I.E. and I.C. half
of whom were banned, was the cold-blooded
determination of the discussions. Years of
restriction have removed humanitarianism from us. Our
lives are no longer just quiet planning but
are part of the white affair with Njingwe and
prospectus for present and future. I have no
the future. The Cape played an important
role in the white affairs with Njingwe and
prospectus for present and future. I have no
the year. The leaders of course will have to
end of February. So there we are. Did
you get the stamps through that mail
of letters? I was very busy for the year
over parcel.

P.S. Pulane is excited your being in
Zimbabwe.